CLASS – VII
Holiday’s Homework
SUBJECT – SCIENCE
1. Which compound during photosynthesis taken from air ? How is it obtained.
2. Name the product of photosynthesis ? What happen to these product ?
3. Some plants do not have green leaves, how can they perform photosynthesis
4. How does cuscuta obtain in nutrition ?
5. What is saprothophic mode of nutrition live its advantage .
6. Why is it important to increase forest cover ?
7. Name different steps involved in holozoic nutrition with brief explanation ?
8. Which is the hardest substance present in body. Give its composition ?
9. What are the three secretions received by small intestine ? Give their functions.
10. Explain process of nutrition in amoeba with help of labeled diagram only.
11. How are mineral acids different from organic acids ?
12. Name the acid found in (i) string of been (ii) human stomach (iii) lemon (iv) apple
13. Which acids is known as king of acid and why
14. What do understand by term acid train how is it harmful
15. Give two neutralisation reaction
16. State effects of heat .
17. Why do waterpipe burst at cold place?
18. Why do we use mercury in thermometer to measure change in temperature?
19. Give an activity to show condition of heat in solids
20. Why do we prefer dark coloured clothes during winter and light coloured during
summer
SUBJECT – English
1. Write a paragraph on : - Pollution by plastic bags
2. You are Deepti/Deepak, school captain. The principal has permitted you to organise a
class picnic to Surajkund, under the Supervision of your class – incharge. Write a
notice for the school notice board inviting the names of those who would like to join
the picnic.
3. Write a bio sketch on Dr. Abdul Kalam Azad, collect the proper information about
him/make the list of suitable points and write a paragraph
4. See the movie chhoriayan chhoro se kam Nahi and write the story or its short theme
5. Do page 30 to 45 of your practice book.
6. Write a debate on :- All the smart classes really beneficial
7. Revise the syllabus of April and MAY ( Literature and language)
SUBJECT – S.ST
1. What is gathering
2. Define the Snow Line
3. What is Glacier
4. In which stage of running water formed Meanders
5. Why earth is called blue planet
6. What is main cause of volcanoes eruption
7. Define Continental Glacier
8. Name the rivers who formed world famous delta
9. What are clipps
10. What are gravels
11. Name the different agents of of great DM
12. Name the well known Rashtra kuta king in 814 to 880 CE

13. Who wrote Kabir Raghav Margao
14. Who was the greatest ruler of Priti Faraz
15. Name the famous temple built in 24 hours period
16. Mention few lines Prithviraj Chauhan
17. Mention two types of market
18. Define demand and supply
19. What is weekly market
20. How market create economic inequality

